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My Narrative
 My interest for fashion peaked at a very young age; I would say when I was about 3 or 4 

and began playing with barbies. When I was a little girl, I expressed myself through these 

lifeless dolls by dressing them and designing their homes. From this experience, I knew early 

on that I had an interest and a knack for designa; as much of a knack for design as a 4-year-

old could have. But, I grew up in a small rural town where I felt my passion for art, design 

and fashion was tremendously stunted. 

	 This	 setback	 from	 my	 hometown	 made	 me	 feel	 unequipped	 and	 unqualified	 to	 do	

something in the realm of design and fashion when I went to college. But, I felt that it was still 

calling my name, which is why I pursued a degree in fashion merchandising. 

 I also grew up with a passion for writing, which is the reason I decided to double 

major in fashion merchandising and multimedia journalism. I am infatuated by the novelty 

and glamour of the fashion industry, and I see these two majors as the best way to prepare 

myself for a career at a fashion publication where I can dive into all aspects of the fashion 

world.  

 In college thus far, I have expanded my knowledge in design and editorial writing 

through	my	coursework	and	also	through	my	work	for	my	school’s	online	fashion	publica-

tion. I began writing for this publication at the beginning of my freshman year. Through my 

passion and hard work for the magazine, by the end of my freshman year, I had been pro-

moted to editor-in-chief. 

 I have learned priceless knowledge over the past year as editor-in-chief. It has provid-

ed me with real-world experience, and has helped me develop my sense of design and per-

sonality outside of my school work. It has also pushed me to become an accountable leader 

for my peers in this publication. On top of my courses, this is a tremendous 

workload, but I know it is all worth it. I cannot imagine a better way to 

prepare myself for my dream job. 

 As a young girl I would have never believed this was something I 

could	have	been	capable	of.	Now,	I	am	a	confident	content	creator	and	

you will see that through my portfolio compiled of design and also

 writing supplements. 

 Page three is my Brand Concept Board. In this piece, I was 

tasked	to	create	a	board	that	would	convey	a	brand’s	

image, target market and a strong merchandise direction. On page 

four	you	will	find	my	first	article	I	had	published	in	my	school’s	fashion	

publication.	To	this	day	it	is	still	one	of	my	favorites.	Page	five	is	my	

Personal Mood Board which depicts my inspirations and personality 

along with a more in-depth description of what the board means. 

My	most	recent	piece	published	in	my	school’s	fashion	publication	

is located on page six. Pages 7-9 display a magazine I created that 

was supposed to portray my personal brand. 
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Artists in the music industry are constant-
ly pushing the boundaries of what society 
considers fashionable. As soon as a new 
trend is spotted on an artist the media is 
quick to pick up on it, and those trends will 
often trickle down to the general public.

Many	individual	music	lovers’	styles	are	
influenced	 by	 their	 favorite	 artists.	 Al-
though	some	artists’	styles	are	replicated	
on a smaller scale, many popular groups 
and genres have had an affect on the 
fashion industry as a whole. The peacock 
revolution	 of	 the	 ‘60s	 was	 inspired	 by	
bands such as The Beatles. When their 
pop rock music began to gain popular-
ity, designers started to pick up on the 
changing times and curate fashion for 
the youth, whereas before it had been 
geared toward elite members of society.

During this time, it became socially ac-
ceptable for men, straight and homosex-
ual alike, to wear bright colors without 
being judged. Also during this time the 
iconic mini-skirt was created by Mary 

Quant,	 and	 flamboyant	 ready	 to	 wear	
fashions such as bright shift dresses and 
turtlenecks gained popularity. In the lat-
er	‘60s	a	youth	counterculture	movement	
began to grow and because of Wood-
stock and the artists who performed, like 
Creedence Clearwater Revival, Janis 
Joplin and Jimi Hendrix, the laid-back 
fashions of “The Summer of Love” were 
normalized. This includes bell bottoms, 
fringe, vests and boho-style dresses.

The	grunge	fashions	of	the	‘90s	were	in-
spired by the music and ideals of grun-
ge bands like Nirvana. Kurt Cobain, 
the front man of Nirvana played an es-
pecially large role in contributing to the 
grunge era. He popularized over-sized 
tops,	 flannel	 shirts	 and	 distressed	 jump-
ers and jeans. His loose and slouchy 
style has continued to inspire fashion to-
day.	 This	 can	 be	 seen	 in	 Kanye	 West’s	
clothing, which features the over-sized 
look of the grunge era. A$AP Rocky is 
also well known for incorporating the 
grunge look into his everyday style.

Although	Kanye’s	clothing	is	somewhat	a	
replication of the grunge era, he has in-
corporated	one	of	today’s	biggest	trends,	
street style, into his designs. Street style 
emerges from many different types of 
young	influencers	such	as	models,	TV	per-
sonalities and especially artists in the music 
industry. Often people gain their inspira-

tion for street style through candid imag-
es seen on social media or in magazines.

Female artists like Ariana Grande, Car-
di	B	and	Rihanna	have	influenced	young	
women through their candid street 
style looks that incorporate things like 
over sized clothing that still look fem-
inine	 and	 daring	 outfits	 with	 patterns	
and embellishments. Their music has 
also affected how women wear street 
style because much of their music has 
undertones of feminism and empower-
ment, which translates into their fashion.

Artists also play a large role in trends by 
endorsing brands. Rihanna as well as Rae 
Sremmurd have been the faces of Puma, 
and Travis Scott has done modeling for 
Nike as well as Adidas. Because these 
artists have high social status in popu-
lar culture, giving their endorsement to 
a brand tells the public that it has their 
stamp	 of	 approval	 and	 it’s	 much	 more	
likely that the brand will become popular.

Music, and the artists who produce it, 
have	 always	 had	 a	 heavy	 influence	 on	
the styles that we have seen come and 
go. Whether we realized it or not, art-
ists have continuously set the trends for 
society. We can assume that whatever 
the	next	big	trend	is,	we’ll	see	it	dawned	
on one of the top artists of today before 
we ever see people wearing it to class.

T h e  I n f l u e n c e  o f 
M u s i c
O n 
F a s h i o n
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Personal
Mood Board The base of my mood board is 

a street view of New York City. 
This is because my biggest as-
piration after I graduate from 
college is to move to NYC and 
work at a fashion magazine. I 

used a tiger as the focal point of 
my mood board because tigers 
symbolize willpower, courage 
and strength. These are all at-
tributes that I have acquired in 
college so far and things I think 
will help me achieve this dream. 
I	incorporated	butterflies	on	my	
board because I think they also 
represent how I used to be more 
shy, and now I have come out of 
my “cocoon” and am a beauti-

ful	butterfly.
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The Biophilia Hypothesis 
Biophilia means, “a love of life and the living world; the affinity of human beings for other life forms.” To put that in simple terms, bio means life and 

philia means love for something; i.e. love for life.

The term biophilia was first coined by social psychologist Erich Fromm in 1964, but it was popularized by biologist Edward O. Wilson after he present-
ed the term in his book Biophilia in 1984. Wilson describes the term as, “the urge to affiliate with other forms of life.” The biophilia hypothesis is that as 

humans, it is in our biology to have attractions and positive feelings towards organisms, species, habitats and processes in their natural habitat.

If you have ever felt the overwhelming need to sit outside on a sunny day or to go on a hike and really dive into nature, you were probably experiencing 
the biophilia hypothesis. We have a natural want and a need to be outside and to be in tune with nature.

Having a greater love for nature and other living things can significantly boost your mental health. It has been 
scientifically proven that spending more time outside can restore focus, help us shrug off societal 

pressure, enhance creativity and it can boost our energy according to mentalfloss.com. There 
was even a study done that showed how sunlight exposure can help mitigate pain and decrease healing time.

While the abundance of nature can have positive affects on our lives, the lack of it can have negative 
affects. Being cooped up inside can cause rising levels of depression and anxiety. Even in the 

winter when Seasonal Affective Disorder (SAD) is on the rise due to shorter days and less 
sunlight, it is shown that spending time outside will relieve these negative feelings even if it is cold out.

If you are a biophiliac remember to not only reap the benefits of nature, but also you must 
respect nature. Try to have more mindful practices when it comes to your trash and recycling. 

Boost your environment by planting a garden or taking care of the wildlife near you in 
ways such as having a bird feeder or bird bath.
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